
The House that Dan Built is committed to creating a platform for Australian female voices. Through the Clothing Store 
Artist residency program we would be able to activate a consistent space where our ensemble would be able to find real 
benefits in consistency. The House creates vocal work with women and girls ranging from 10-70 across Sydney and 
Regional NSW. 

THTDB is a female focused arts and community collective that works in 3 streams. 

TOY CHOIR: a culturally diverse cross age choir of girls aged 10-18 who write their own compositions. We rehearse 
10-1 Saturday mornings. From 9-10 the experienced members teach interested girls from the community who might be 
interested in learning the Uke or writing music. 

PRODUCTION: (a cross age ensemble of 16 aged 12-45 year old women who create one major, and one minor work 
each year, last year selling out an independent 2 week season, and creating a foundation for this years major work.) We 
are vocal ensemble creating Art music, pieces usually span an hour and are in 4-8 part harmony written by the 
ensemble. 

AKIN: a national project aimed at girls aged 10-18, 1 day workshops across the country for 30 participants identified by 
their local community. We have 6 programs planned for the remainder of 2017. 

All the work of THTDB is interconnected, new projects are driven by participants’ calls for ‘what’s next?’, new 
connections are built on existing ones and relationships with artists, young people and communities are sustained 
through digital technologies and on-going opportunities to re-engage with the work. We are artistic opportunists, using 
the infrastructure of one project to build another, extending upon practice and reaching out to new women and gathering 
new stimulus. 

We foster long-term engagement of participants and develop the practice of young multi-discipline artists with the rigour 
and methodology of musical practice. At the heart of THTDB is The Gang, sixteen young women who have worked with 
Artistic Director Danielle O’Keefe for up to twelve years. The Gang provide peer-to-peer mentorship to newer participants 
allowing skills to be widely disseminated with limited resources. This lateral learning approach values every participant’s 
contribution from years of disciplined learning to untamed enthusiasm. It is through this long term engagement that we 
have our strength. What we need now to take our practice to the next level is stability. The House that Dan Built is the 
name we gave to the company as 18 months ago we identified need a permanent space being the number one need for 
our ensemble at this stage. Our work requires instruments and recording equipment be in the room and currently all our 
recourses live in a car, so they can be used each day and packed away again. The set up and pack down each 
rehearsal takes away valuable time in the room together. By being able to inhabit a space over a period of time our 
ensemble will be able to push boundaries we are currently seeing.  

THE WORKSHOP: As a company we run state funded workshops regionally - Akin. It could be quite possible we run this 
for young women from Sydney as part of the Residency. THTDB has been designed to identify and engage girls who 
show passion, commitment and aptitude for the arts form diverse cultural backgrounds. Liaising with schools with a high 
percentage of indigenous students we have worked to identify and overcome barriers to participation, providing 
scholarships, transport, access to musical instruments and space and building support teams of teachers, families and 
elders around participants. In Sydney this manifests as the Toy choir, who meet weekly and are given all sorts of 
opportunities to perform all over Sydney (opened 2016 Mardi Gras with Paul Capsis, Sydney Festival - Bowie event, 
2018 we will be working with SCO and Adena Jacobs at Carriageworks, after a great production of the Bacchae for 
Melbourne Festival and Dark Mofo). The Toy Choir girls are given lots of opportunities so our way of sharing and giving 
back is the AKIN workshop.  
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The AKIN workshop engages 30 girls aged 10-18 from targeted regional communities via an online platform with 
storytelling and song writing modules. Members of the Toy Choir travel and roll out the peer based city/country cross 
aged workshop. While direction and assistance is offered by Danielle and her creative team to the students, peer based 
learning is key in honing and capturing the girls’ stories and view of the world. Over the 1 day workshop, each girl 
participating will have created a story, learnt how to structure it, and written a song. An audio visual artist is on site to 
capture the girls’ creations and together they will create a video clip to accompany their song. 

The Akin workshop would work so well for a cross generational workshop at Carriageworks. We have yet to be able to 
offer this in Sydney as space on weekends is such a premium. This would work well as a stand alone workshop or as 
part of a series promoting women and/or young people as cultural agents. There really is nothing like being taught to 
play the ukulele by a 12 year old girl who loves to sing with all her heart.  Potential capacity of a workshop is 30 women 
and girls aged 10-100. 

CURRENT COMMITMENTS: The Sydney Locations would be where we would use the residency space, currently we 
use the Rex Centre in Kings Cross, a private studio in Potts Point and a Gallery in Darlinghurst. 

Activity Location Dates Cast

Toy Choir Sydney Every Sat 9-1 Toy choir

Ensemble Sydney 6 hours per week Core Ensemble members

Ensemble teen Sydney 3 Hours per week 6 teens years 8-12

Tender Young 
Creatures

Sydney Weekly 3 hours 8 
weeks

Cast

Tender Young 
Creatures

Ross Glen Residency 1 week July Cast and Creatives

Tender Young 
Creatures

TBC presentation 4 nights Cast and Creatives

Long Table Ross glen Residency 1 week Oct Cast and Creatives

Long Table Sydney 4 weeks full time 
Oct/Nov

Akin/Long table Cooma April 1-4 8 core

Akin/Long table Berrigan May 20-25 8 core

Akin/Long table Broken Hill August 18-22 8 core

Akin/Long table Lake Cargelico Sept 20-30 12 ensemble

Akin/Long table Albury/Deni Nov TBC 8 core, full Toy choir.
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